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beyond extraordinary properties. Inspired by a sense of artistry and luxury, haute seeks to bring you the high-
est level of luxury lifestyle, from the very best international properties to art pieces, collectibles, and regional 
developments that embody the Sotheby's name and character.

luxury living. Every issue will bring reviews of high-end products, sought-after destinations, unique proper-
ties, cultural events, and more.

London, Surrey and Manchester. In London, we look at Mayfair and Knightsbridge and the up and coming 
districts that you are sure to be interested in. We travel to Surrey and its Golden Triangle, an area that has 

miss a chance to discover newfangled experiences, including a meet-and-greet opt with a few of the world 

-
ment in Paris that owns the best view of la tour Eiffel.

to perfectly unite extraordinary properties with extraordinary life across the world. Today, we strive to repre-
sent all those who consider themselves the “Connoisseurs of Life” as well as the distinctive properties they 

broadening both our reach and service offerings.
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8 HAPPENINGS

 LONDON'S BEST
Building of the Year Winner Announced 

shortlist of four, including new construction, extensions 
and refurbishments. The winner and all of the shortlisted 
entries were unveiled in an exhibition, in the City Centre 
in The Guildhall. The shortlist and winner were assessed 
by a jury chaired by Paul Finch, programme director of the 
World Architecture Festival. The criteria was to seek out 
buildings that support the ambitions of the City of London in 
delivering a world-class working environment, by evaluating 
both the quality of the architectural design and the impact 
the building has had on the city street scene.
www.charteredarchitectscompany.com

 DISTANT TRAVELS
Kassab-Bachi's Art Comes to London

will be exhibiting the work of Syrian painter Marwan 

poet Adonis, who composed prose poems in his honor. The 

most important monograph in Arabic, Journey of Art and Life, 
as well as Literature of Friendship - which includes letters 

mainly exhibited in Germany, but also in wider Europe, the 

Foundation, Sharjah. He currently has work included in From 

www.mosaicrooms.org
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 INSPIRATION IN THE DOWNTOWN
Best Brands Come to Dubai Design Week

Now in its third edition and double the size of last year, 

from international heavyweights to emerging upstarts from 

from a long list of applicants, the exhibiting brands have 
been carefully reviewed to ensure a mix that cover a wide 
breadth of product categories, from lighting and furniture 
to kitchens and bathrooms - our favorite is Lasvit. Have a 
lookout for Lasvit, manufacturers of bespoke lighting in-
stallations, glass artworks, and award-winning collections. 
New exhibitors include premium Italian bathroom company 

-
sen, Kartell, Walter Knoll, Moroso, Hacker Kitchens and 

www.dubaidesignweek.ae
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12 HAPPENINGS

  THE ARTES MUNDI 7
Lebanese Artist Wins International Award

Lebanese artist Lamia Joreige has been shortlisted for 

Her work explores the possibility of portraying the trauma 
of the Lebanese wars with emphasis on her home city, 

of video testimonials on The Lebanese Civil War, was the 

Modern. Joreige has exhibited internationally at institutions 
including, SFMOMA and Centre Pompidou. The Artes Mundi 

of her career to date.
www.dubaidesignweek.ae
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14 HAPPENINGS

 ART AND LIGHT
Focusing on the Power of Illumination 

SAF Art Spaces, Sharjah Heritage Area. Organised by 
Hayward Gallery, London, in association with Sharjah 

installations and sculptures. The show explores the 
experiential and phenomenal aspects of light, bringing 
together sculptures and installations that use light to 
sculpt and shape space in different ways. The exhibition 

day, including immersive environments, free-standing light 
sculptures and projections. From atmospheric installations 
to intangible sculptures that you can move around, visitors 
can experience light in all of its spatial and sensory forms.
www.sharjahart.org

 ART COMES TO DUBAI
Dubai Brings Art to the People

international galleries and independent artists. Following 

hosted international galleries and independent artists from 

Through three themes, Aspire Art, Access Art and Acquire 
Art, the Fair proved an inspirational event for art lovers 
looking to discover and collect new works. A remarkable, 

exciting cultural events.
www.artfairdubai.com



This is for those who live ahead of the curve - the audacious, 
raw spirits who drive beyond the borders of now, who not 
only see tomorrow, they own it.

The new Infiniti Q70.

FOR THOSE 
 WITH DRIVE.

InfinitiDuDubabai   InfinitiDXB
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ALBION PLACE

in the exclusive gated golf community of Castle Pines. A terraced garden 
converges on a tranquil waterfall cascading into a koi pond in the shape of 
the Japanese symbol for heart. A ceremonial tea house and separate area 
for yoga or meditation create a serene oasis. 

Price: $ 4,850,000 / AED 17,812,835

WALKER TOWER’S PENTHOUSE

Price: $ 70,000,000 / AED 257,092,500

HARBOR POINT VILLA

this unique and spectacular Florida tropical home designed by renowned 
architect Cesar Molina. This home, with no expense spared and unparalleled 
details, boasts custom handcrafted woodwork, impact glass, integrated ter-

lift, private beach entry, and a separate guest house with four-car garage.

Price: $ 21,500,000 / AED 78,964,125



Showcasing exquisite properties from
around the world.

CONNECTED 
WORLDWIDE

gulfsothebysrealty.com

enquire@gulfsothebysrealty.com

+971 600 545 451
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CLAREVILLE STREET APARTMENT
Kensington, London, United Kingdom 
4 Bed, 4 Bath

This modern apartment is designed to the highest standards, offering an 
impressive reception space and four en-suite bedrooms. Key features of this 
home include top-of-the-line appliances, high technology lighting system, 
and NACOSS approved security and alarm systems.

Price: USD 10,093,168 / AED 37,065,645

SOUGHT-AFTER CLARENCE TERRACE 
Marylebone, London, United Kingdom 
4 Bed, 4 Bath

First time on the market in 25 years is this exceptional corner apartment. 

room with direct view of the Regent’s Park, one of the Royal Parks of London. 
It also presents a guest cloakroom, a spacious eat-in kitchen with park view, 
full 24-hour porter service, secure allocated underground parking, and a 
storage facility.

Price: USD 5,307,051 / AED 19,492,533
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LONDON’S WELLINGTON HOUSE
Buckingham Gate, London, United Kingdom
3 Bed, 2 Bath

This living masterpiece is created to an exceptional standard and features 
a lively, beaming reception space with a balcony overlooking the city. Wel-

busiest transportation hub, as well as some of its greenest and tranquil 
outdoor spaces. St. James’ Park and Green Park are only moments away 
from the building.

Price: USD 3,563,306 / AED 13,087,845
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CHÂTEAU OF LA CROIX DES GARDES
La Croix des Gardes, Cannes, France
13 Bed, 8 Bath

The Castle of la Croix des Gardes is only a few minutes away from the port 
of Cannes and the Palais des Festivals. The property stands out proudly 
overlooking the legendary neighborhood, with the glory days date back to 
the early 19th century. La Croix des Gardes is the only remaining historic and 
legendary castle with timeless beauty. Overlooking the Bay of Cannes from 
sunrise to sunset, it characterizes an experience of almost being transported 
back to the glorious times of the Riviera.
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LA VUE DE LA TOUR D'EIFFEL
Trocadéro, avenue d’Eylau, Paris, France
3 Bed, 2 Bath

Featuring the best view of the Eiffel Tower, this 260 Sq. Ft. apartment com-
prises a
private elevator, an entrance gallery, en-suite bedrooms, high ceiling and 
bright interiors, and a grand corner double reception room and fully fur-
nished modern kitchen – both offering the views of the tower. It also comes 
with a parking place in the courtyard with automatic doors. This property is 

Price: USD 9,470,341 / AED 34,785,036

FROM AROUND THE WORLD

RICHARD MEIER’S BODRUM HOUSE
Yalikavak, Bodrum Peninsula, Turkey
5 Bed, 5 Bath

Designed by renowned architect Richard Meier, Bodrum House is located in 
a 5,000sqm plot ensuring privacy with a spectacular view of Yalikavak Bay. 
The front entrance gallery, which connects to the expansive living area, is 
ideal for displaying art. There is direct access from the living room to the 

house is a generous master bedroom where total privacy can be enjoyed, as 
well as a private study library suspended over the main living area.

Price Upon Request P
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LUXURY ISLAND LIVING
Chamarel, Mauritius Island
8 Bed, 8 Bath

An ideal hideaway, this property is created with meticulous attention to 
details. It presents a beautiful contrast of extreme privacy and zestful cos-
mopolitan lifestyle, being in close proximity to the beach and urban areas. 
This property is also a perfect investment opportunity. As part of the RES 

Resident Status.

Price: USD 3,700,000 / AED 13,590,285

IBIZA’S WEST COAST BUNGALOW
Cala Conta, Ibiza, Spain 
6 Bed, 5 Bath

This exclusive bungalow is set in one of the most beautiful residences on 
Ibiza’s west coast and is within easy reach of Cala Conta and Cala Bassa 
beaches – two of the best Caribbean-style beaches on the island. Its modern 
and bright architecture, with exposed stone walls, gives a luxurious and cozy 
ambience.

Price: USD 3,989,513 / AED 14,652,484 
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CAPE TOWN’S MODERN MANSION
St Bartholomew, Fresnaye, Cape Town, South Africa 
4 Bed, 6 Bath

Designed by a renowned architect, this grand residential work-of-art is a 
sight to behold. A true illustration of seamless integration between luxury 

living concepts, entertainment and seating areas, and incomparable pan-
oramic city and sea views.

Price: USD 14,800,000 / AED 54,359,660

FROM AROUND THE WORLD
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ITEM 01   MASCULINE ICON
Chanel's First, Reinvented

masculine wardrobe that were so dear to Mademoiselle Chanel herself. 

is both contemporary and classic. Available in two large sizes, with or 

Mississipiensis alligator skin strap with a pin or triple-folding buckle. The 

tribute to the legendary N°5 perfume bottle and the Place Vendôme.

www.chanel.com
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ITEM 02 LOOK OUT
An Armchair with a Difference

On the occasion of the Salone del Mobile in Milan, Fendi showcased unique 
pieces created in collaboration with Fernando and Humberto Campana and 
Galleria O. Roma. The armchair is part of Fendi’s Bag Bugs line. “When I saw 

that they would be perfect for creating a striking chair. One year later it is 
exactly what has happened, thanks to Silvia Venturini Fendi who involved me 
in this project,” said Humberto Campana. The Campanas helped to create The 
Armchair of One Thousand Eyes that certainly stands out from the crowd. With 

Shearling and rabbit, the new piece is rich and rare.

www.fendi.com
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ITEM 03  A MOVEABLE PARTY
A High Class Bar Trolley with Design Chaps

Designed by Alfred Roth for MisuraEmme, the AR1 trolley bar is part of 
the Atelier Collection. A concept that’s over 80 years old, this trolley bar 
nevertheless looks bang up to date. The AR1 is original, modern and practical, 
made from brushed and chromed tubular steel, it’s strong and light. With two 

and a bottle container of perforated aluminum, the AR1 is a great addition to 
your home. The wheels are made of chromed steel and the rigid tires are white, 

www.misuraemme.it

COLLECTABLES
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ITEM 04                TWO BECOME ONE
Apple and Hermes Join Forces

straps are at once unique, but also respectful of the overall Apple Watch design. 
The collaboration merges Apple’s unparalleled product innovation with the 

timepiece. When two companies, one on the bleeding edge of technology and 
one with a rich history of design and style, the outcome can be spectacular, as 

www.apple.com
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ITEM 05     PERSONAL STYLE
One Off Bags from Miu Miu

Miu Miu’s Amulet Project is inspired by the iridescent nature of fashion and its 
endless capacity for change. The result is a series of bags proposed as amulets 
- talismans that are one of a kind - to be chosen according to the individual 
personality. Characterized by rich and elaborate construction techniques but 
with an irreverent and provocative aesthetic, different materials are separated 
and reassembled obtaining an unexpected result. Sophisticated craquelé 
leather is introduced, python is united with Plexiglas whilst Miu Miu’s iconic 
matelassé forms an original combination with the animalier motif. Briefcase 
bags, patina bags and bowling bags sit in a palette of bright shades such as 
geranium pink, astral blue, morello cherry and papaya. 

www.miumiu.com

COLLECTABLES
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ITEM 06          JEWELRY          HAVE A SEAT ON SOME BLING
A Precious Chair

The Gemma armchair by Daniel Libeskind for Moroso is an exercise
in architecture on a small scale. Its asymmetrical hard edges are offset
by a luxurious soft ombré of deep blue to white upholstery. The multi-faceted 

between the complex geometries of Libeskind and the well-known expertise 
of Moroso’s upholsteries. The Gemma chair is available in leather and Moroso 
heritage textile.

www.moroso.com
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ITEM 07  EARLY MORNING CEREMONIES
Celebrate Coffee in Style

Brew by Tom Dixon is a collection of pieces that help you celebrate the wonder 
of the humble cup of coffee. A coming together of heat, steam, water and coffee 
grounds – a tribute to the mysteries of the modern-day coffee ceremony, Brew 
seeks to raise the black stuff up a notch or two. Brew is a set of copper covered 
items for brewing and serving coffee, including a tin for storing coffee beans or 
grounds, a scoop, a cafetiere, a stove-top espresso maker, a milk pan, espresso 
cups, a biscuit tin and a serving tray. A great idea and the perfect way to inject 
a little class and style into an everyday ritual, Brew makes mornings a little  
special. Go on, treat yourself.

www.tomdixon.net

COLLECTABLES
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ITEM 08          JEWELRY          MAHARAJA EXCLUSIVE JEWELRY CASE
For Your Precious Belongings

The most exceptional pieces of jewelry are usually masterpieces of exquisite 
craftsmanship which are born through the passionate work of talented jewelers. 
These jewels transcend generations as dear treasures that trigger the most 

craftsmanship, design and materials as the jewels in themselves. With a wood 

and most exquisite pieces of jewelry.

www.bocadolobo.com
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ITEM 09     VERTU'S LEBANESE INSPIRATION
Designed in Beirut

English/Lebanese artist, Hania Farrell. This unique collaboration stems from 

pieces through artistry and craftsmanship. Created using applied leather 
printing technology, the Vertu Aster by Hania Farrell features a beautiful 
photograph “Collider” on the back casing of the phone, which is taken from 
CERN, the world’s largest experiment on particles accelerator, in Geneva. The 
phone also features a unique screen saver, “Blue Eye”, photographed by Hania, 

core, the Aster, and its iterative concentric circles. These illustrations link the 

www.vertu.com

COLLECTABLES
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300x100 cm
Technology to Create

www.irisceramica.comwww.irisceramica.com

Silver 300x100 - 120”x40” /  Plumb 100x100 - 40”x40”

AVENUEXXL
The poetry of essentiality.

The deciding factor in contemporary style.
A streamlined, clean aesthetic conveys a simple elegance, which leaves the appropriate space for design.  

The rigid resin and cement are offset by a delicate surface in the graphic design, which partners with contemporary 
neutrals for aesthetically renewed modern designs.
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ITEM 10          JEWELRY          SNAKE’S HEAD
Versace’s Icon Rears Her Head

Versace’s Iconic Limited Edition is a new collection of high-end jewelry that 
draws inspiration from the company’s earliest days. The iconic medusa head is 
back and oozes its usual opulent, intoxicating power. The Collection is designed 
around sets of necklaces, rings and bracelets, but it’s the ring that really 
captivates. Limited to 100 pieces and encrusted with diamonds, the ring radiates 

it off. Powerful, self-assured and clearly Versace, it’s not hard to image these 

such a sense of style and poise.

www.versace.com
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LASVIT
LOVE, LIGHT
AND LUXURY
IN THE HEART
OF EUROPE
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A Story of Bohemian Perfection

Beauty and elegance come together in the heart of Europe in the wonderful tradi-
tions of crafted Czech glass, famous for its uniqueness and extraordinary quality 
and known the world over as Bohemian glass. The versatility of the material and 
the artistry of the glass-making craft has been passed on from generation to 
generation and over time this extraordinary product became a staple of Czech 
heritage. Founded in 2007 by Leon Jakimic, Lasvit set out to usher in a dawn for 
Bohemian glass and to advance the artistic perfection of Czech glass-making 
tradition into the new millennium. In a few short years, Lasvit has established it-
self as an authority and delivers bespoke lighting sculptures and art installations 
made from hand-blown glass. Soon after, Lasvit became synonymous with Bohe-
mian perfection, a combination of the authenticity of glass craft with innovative 
technologies and creative craftsmanship.

Light – Design – Experience

Leon Jakimic founded Lasvit with a single vision – to create the perfect expe-
rience through the quality of light, glass and design. The scope of Lasvit’s art 
pieces includes hand-blown objects in private residences, public spaces and lux-
urious hotels as well as in high-end boutiques and extraordinary interiors. Lasvit 

Each of Lasvit’s bespoke designs strive to perfect the transformation of glass to 
create spectacular, emotive, lighting experiences – to bring life to light and light 
to life. An unforgettable trace of the artistic vision can be witnessed in very heart 
of Paris. Just several steps from Arc de Triomphe, the main lobby area of the 
luxury historical Hotel Peninsula Paris has been enriched by Lasvit’s installation 
called ‘Dancing Leaves’. Designed by Henry Leung and Lasvit’s in-house designer 
Ludek Hroch, the installation is made from 800 individual hand-blow glass com-
ponents shaped as sycamore leaves, fashioned in this manner as a deliberate 
nod to the tree that most commonly decorates the famous Parisian boulevards. 
Gradually spiraling upwards, the shape of the installation evokes leaves dancing 
skyward in a sudden gust of wind, just before they fall onto the lobby pond in a 
mingled symbolism of harmony and balance. 

Lasvit’s commitment to creativity and innovation has also resulted in creative 
collaborations with some of the world´s most celebrated designers including 
Ross Lovegrove, Nendo Studio, Arik Levy, Campana Brothers, Fabio Novembre 

legends such as Borek Sipek or Rene Roubicek, as well as young Czech and Slo-
vak talents are among those who choose Lasvit in order to embody their uncon-
ventional artistic vision and endow it with the precision and mastery of Lasvit’s 
glass-makers. The collections are sold world-wide in Lasvit’s showrooms as well 
as in some of the most famous design stores and galleries.

Lasvit is also a major innovator in developing ingenious combinations of the 
glass-making art with cutting edge technologies. Given the essential role glass 
plays in contemporary architecture, it seems only logical that Lasvit has decided 
to contribute towards the development of modern technologies, which transform 
conventional architectural glass into spectacular modular systems for archi-
tecture. Lasvit Architectural Division’s products widen the scope of glass usage 
for contemporary architects by combining the durability and fortitude of glass 
with greatly enhanced aesthetic qualities. These modular systems can be used 
in myriad functions, including interior walls and partitions, exterior facades or 
curtain walls.  
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(E)motion in innovation

Since its founding, Lasvit has been pushing the boundaries of traditional Bohemi-
an glass blowing techniques to create objects that are relevant in a contemporary 
context. The company expresses its progressiveness by intersecting technology 
with traditional manufacturing methods through, for example, the introduction 
of programmable kinetic glass lighting sculptures. The latest example of Lasvit’s 

Design Fair in Dubai, one of the world’s leading design fairs. 

Titled Supernova, this glass kinetic sculpture magically transforms itself in both 
time and space. The installation is composed of clear hand-blown glass elements 
with linear texture that creates fascinating light patterns while moving through 
various angles. The whole installation is a massive piece weighting just over 2.5 
tons and taking up a spherical space of approximately 4 meters in diameter, com-
plemented with two independent light sources.

Awe-inspiring experiences, such as the viewer’s amazement when facing Pe-
tra Krausova’s Supernova, are integral to Lasvit’s mission statement “to trans-
form glass into breathtaking light and design experiences”. Lasvit’s installations 
world-wide,Prove most vividly that Lasvit has not only managed to live up to its 
mission, but is constantly pushing the boundaries.

‘Light and design affects how people behave and how they feel. Our role is to 
unlock the emotional potential of space and create a unique experience.’ - Leon 
Jakimic, Founder and President of Lasvit

www.lasvit.com
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ENGLISH EXCELLENCE

England has a rich automotive history. 

luxury automobiles and are iconic names that 
dominate the realm of fantasy vehicles. While 
the Italians are famed for their raw power 
and speed, the English have long focused on 

we take a look at some of the most exciting 
vehicles from leading English brands.
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BENTLEY BENTAYGA
Bentley are rightly famed for their great tourers and 
luxury sedans, but this most distinguished English 
brand has reached out into the SUV market with the 
introduction of the Bentayga. Challenging the idea of 
just what an SUV can be, the Bentayga delivers in-

the most challenging driving conditions. Unsurpris-
ingly, the Bentayga takes the Bentley name in new 
directions and is every inch a Bentley. The brand’s 
famous attention to detail has been reinterpreted 

from the sharp powerline to the handmade interi-
or. The Bentayga’s blend of power and substance is 
completed by Bentley’s most advanced infotainment 
center to date.

The Bentayga’s all-new W12 engine has a top speed 
of 187 mph and delivers impressive power, not only 
is the vehicle fast, but it can also tow up to 3,500 kg 
with ease and can deal with all kinds of off-road con-
ditions. At 5950 cc, the engine offers 600 bhp and a 
max torque of 900 Nm, capable of hitting 100 km/h 
in 4.1 seconds, the Bentayga is certainly no slouch.
Bentley is all about the interior and options, and the 
Bentayga holds its own with aplomb. With a powered 
tailgate and Soft-Close doors, an 8” infotainment 
system with navigation, music and voice control op-

seats with adjustable bolsters, massage options, 
ventilation, electric seatbelt adjustment and comfort 
headrests, the Bentayga is a fully-customizable ve-

options, including color options and interior detail-
ing. A wonderfully luxurious SUV, the Bentayga has 
little competition in this sector.
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ROLLS-ROYCE DAWN
The Rolls-Royce Dawn is the latest extravagant drop-

powerful, responsive open-top, the Dawn neverthe-

interior, sparing no luxury despite the vehicle’s clear 
sporting pedigree. A striking, yet elegant exterior 
design hails back to Rolls-Royce’s signature style 

coupe was redesigned following the success of the 
Ghost and 80% of the exterior surfaces have been 
tweaked to continue the evolution of the company’s 
drophead line.

The Dawn maintains timeless Rolls-Royce design 
principles, a 2:1 wheel height to body height, a long 
bonnet, short front overhang, a long rear overhang, 
an elegant tapering rear graphic and a high shoulder 
line. The car’s powerful and striking front end gives 
it a sensuous yet edgy, almost masculine look whilst 
the bold sweeping shoulder line becomes more sen-

accommodating a wider track. Without question, the 
engineering highlight of the new Rolls-Royce Dawn 
is the new roof. To be a true Rolls-Royce, Dawn had 
to deliver the hushed driving experience associat-
ed with all Rolls-Royces. Working with a fabric roof 

set themselves a challenging goal which they were 
unwilling to compromise on – to make the quietest 
convertible car in the world today. 

The heart of any Rolls-Royce car is the twin-tur-
bo 6.6-litre V12 powertrain. With a power output of 
563bhp or 420kW @ 5,250rpm and a torque rating of 
780Nm or 575 lb ft @ 1,500rpm, Dawn’s driving expe-
rience is exceptional. Incredibly responsive, yet un-
believably quiet for a drophead, the Dawn might just 

driving.

CARS
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ASTON MARTIN
DB9 GT BOND EDITION
There are few vehicles as instantly recognizable as 

GT Bond Edition. Celebrating the brand’s 50-year re-
lationship with James Bond, the Bond Edition pre-
views the launch of Spectre, the latest Bond movie in 
undeniable style. Limited to 150 vehicles worldwide, 
this limited edition is based on the recently launched 
DB9 GT. Designed to push the limits of the remark-
able DB9, the DB9 GT delivers world-class grand 
touring and hand-built excellence. The new vehicle 
features subtle, elegant styling and a 6 litre V12 en-
gine; the unique Spectre Silver paint and sterling sil-

above the crowd. The wheels are handcrafted ten-
spoke gloss black diamond turned 20-inch alloys, 
gleaming aluminum hood vents, side strakes and 
grille. Inside the vehicle, the homage continues, with 
unique numbered sill plaques featuring the iconic 
007 logo and a Bond-themed start-up screen on the 
onboard infotainment system.

The DB9 GT Bond Edition’s 6.0 litre V12 engine gen-
erates 547 PS at 6750 rpm, and 620 Nm of torque 
at 5500 rpm. The all-alloy, quad overhead camshaft, 
48-valve 5,935 cc front mid-mounted V12 is mated 
to the proven rear mid-mounted Touchtronic II six-
speed transmission with electronic shift-by-wire 
control system. It carries the luxury sports car from 
rest to 62 mph in 4.5 seconds, and on to a top speed 
of 183 mph. The all-round independent double wish-
bone suspension continues to deliver secure han-
dling while the three-stage Adaptive Damping Sys-
tem (ADS) offers distinct Normal, Sport and Track 
modes for the broadest possible breadth of dynam-
ic characteristics. A car for all occasions with rare 
style, the DB9 GT Bond Edition is something to see.
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6 Beds, 8 Bath

French interior architect. A conventional penthouse is transformed into a 
minimalist yet upbeat open concept loft with panoramic views of the city and the 

and a walk-in glass wine cellar.

With lifestyle in mind and respect for potentials of space and volumes, this 

living room and kitchen, and then to a simple corridor that prompts the two 
bedrooms and their adjoining bathrooms. Floor-to-ceiling glass windows, white 
walls, and minimalist décor connive in giving an impressive and strategic sense 
of space and air in the home. The windows also expose the unrestricted views of 

foot available space, residents get more room for creativity and are privileged to 

A perfect place too for weekend soirées, this home presents an entertainment 

appliances. The pièce de résistance is the fully air-conditioned and humidi-
ty-controlled walk-in glass wine cellar storing up to a thousand bottles from 
all over the world. Created by the experts from EuroCave and with nods from 
master sommeliers, the wine cellar is conveniently accessible from the kitchen 
and the living room.

parking spaces, a spacious storage room, individual studio for chauffeur, and 
-

tached to the loft. All areas are equipped with state-of-the-art audio, video and 
security systems. 

community, offering residents easy access to both the marina and the beach. Its 
amenities include leisure decks, landscaped gardens, barbecue area, squash 
court, swimming pool, steam and sauna rooms, gym, and a 24-hour security.

Price: USD 6,766,139 / AED 24,850,000

UNIQUE DESIGNER LOFT WITH 360° MARINA AND CITY VIEWS
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Emirates Hills, Dubai, UAE 
6 Beds, 8 Bath

proportioned three-level, over 12,000-square-foot lakefront villa. Designed 
by world-renowned and interior artist to the royal families, Faye Takaloo, this 
extraordinary property is fully upgraded into a modernesque home featuring 
classical elements with no detail left unconsidered. Beyond the entry foyer is 
a sprawling great room with a 30-foot barrel vault ceiling, creating the most 

the most elegant full-service bar and lounge, a formal dining room, an en-suite 

is an ingenious creation of the German luxury brand, Häcker, and is fully 

center island with breakfast bar and direct access to the swimming pool. The 

the lake and is a perfect haven for high tea, a wet kitchen, and a maid’s room. 
The ultra-private master bedroom suite includes a chic California-style walk-in 
closet, a dressing room, and a spa-concept master bath with double vanities, 
a soaking tub and a separate shower stall. A jaunt downstairs takes you to 
another maid’s room, a laundry room, a full-service kitchen with preparation 

area, and chauffeur’s quarters with private entry. Take a step outside and there 
awaits a spread of true oasis. With three swimming pools, including a pool bar, 
a pool lounge and a children’s pool — not to mention a barbecue kitchen and an 

royal marble. Classic elements like Romanesque-inspired art alcoves, interior 
louvered window shutters, glossy wood panel lined walls, and crown molding 

and well-deserved comfort. With added attention to carefree living, this opulent 
home is completed with a central security and entertainment system, both 
indoor and outdoor.  

Emirates Hills is a prestigious gated community and one of the most exclusive 
-

viduals and diplomats, and looks out over the green fairways of the world-class 

Price: USD 11,667,484 / AED 42,850,000
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LAKEFRONT LIVING WITH TIMELESSGRANDEUR ELEGANCE 

SIGNATURE PROPERTIES 
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Presenting the most exclusive 
properties in the UAE.

THE VOICE 
OF LUXURY
REAL ESTATE

enquire@gulfsothebysrealty.com

+971 600 545 451
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Dubai, UAE, Emirates Hills
6 Beds, 14 Bath

Located in the ‘Beverly Hills’ of Dubai, this grand residential architecture boasts 
42,000 Sq. Ft. of exceptional modernity and is nestled on a prime location - over-
looking the green fairways of the world-class 18-hole Montgomerie Champion-
ship Golf Course and the Dubai skyline.
A villa with timeless sophistication and tranquil appeal, the renowned Candy & 
Candy London design team is credited for its aesthetic layout and design. The 
well-thought-out interior composition results in grand spaces with beautifully 
proportioned rooms and plenty of natural light to match the verdant tapestries 

of the surrounding grounds. Each room creates an opportunity to enjoy the 
design elements. Moreover, upon entering this villa, one gains a sense of calm-
ness and warm welcome - thanks to the Vastu and Feng Shui principles incorpo-
rated in the architectures.The natural warmth and curves provide a sense of 
peace throughout. Located far from the roadway, residents bene t further from 
complete privacy. 

Price: USD 39,482,641 / AED 145,000,000
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LIVING MASTERPIECE OF SOPHISTICATION AND SERENITY
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Le Rêve, Dubai Marina, Dubai, UAE
4 Bed, 9 Bath

-

Price upon request 

DUBAI’S MOST PRESTIGIOUS FULL FLOOR PENTHOUSE
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5 Beds, 6 Bath

-

-

-

-

Price: USD 17,153,593 / AED 63,000,000 

ITALIAN LUXURY BEACHFRONT LIVING
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CONTEMPORARY VILLA AMIDST LAKES 

Price: USD 5,716,153 / AED 21,000,000
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FROM FINLAND 

'SOFA SO GOOD'

-

-

-
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FROM LEBANON/FRANCE 

'MOON'

-

-

-
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FROM PORTUGAL 

'STONE'

-

-
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FROM AUSTRIA/FRANCE

'TEPHRA FORMATIONS’ '



DESTINATION

58



London is a vast city and it’s easy to be overwhelmed by the endless possibili t ies. Here we’ve 
come up with a few things that you just have to see or do in England’s capital. Enjoy, and 
give our regards to the Beefeaters!
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TOWERING ABOVE
FROM LONDON, UK
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-

3,856,475 USD.
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A VIEW TO DIE FOR

Stunning Vistas on the Bodrum Peninsula

With incredible views of the Mediterranean Sea, Bodrum 
Houses sit on the famed Bodrum Peninsula and offer 
a contemporary home, inspired by the most ancient of 
surroundings. Brought to life by Berggruen Construction 
and Project Development, Bodrum Houses is a residential 
community replete with contemporary accents and 
undeniably modern style. 

FROM BODRUM,
TURKEY
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Designed by world-renowned architect Richard Mei-

Peninsula’s most exclusive areas and a mere 45 min-
utes by car from Bodrum-Milas International Airport. 

-
ture, the Gold Medal from both the American Insti-
tute of Architects and the Royal Institute of British 
Architects as well as the Premium Imperiale from 
the Japan Art Association. An international architect, 
Meier’s most notable projects include the Getty Cen-
ter in Los Angeles, the High Museum in Atlanta, the 
City Hall and Central Library in the Hague, the Jubilee 
Church in Rome and more. This superstar architect’s 
latest creation, Bodrum Houses, is in good company.
Bodrum Houses is made up of 23 properties, each 
set within a 5,000 square-meter plot to ensure pri-

Mediterranean Sea. The construction permits for the 

and sold. At The second home, named House 2, was 
completed during the summer of 2015.

The plan for House 2 divides the private living spac-

entrance gallery is ideal for displaying art and con-

nects with the expansive living area and its panoram-

direct access to the pool terrace and bar facing the 

master bedroom ensures total privacy and enjoys a 
private study library suspended over the main living 
area. Each house will be custom built, based on the 
requirements of the owner and as a result, there is 
plenty of scope for changing the design. Plots may be 
combined to provide a greater level of privacy as well 
as additional living and entertainment areas. The in-

-
sonal preferences of the owner. Meier has designed 

over three levels and includes a pool area, a cano-
pied three-car garage and a detached guesthouse. 
While not a gated community, Bodrum Houses offers 
management services such as security, gardening, 
maintenance and cleaning through Pamir and Soyu-
er Residential.

Bodrum Houses has raised the bar for such a com-

stunning natural setting, these homes capitalize on 
a wonderful location, great design elements and a 
sense of understated grandeur.
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OPEN YOUR
SENSES AT CLE

Cle Dubai by Dish Hospitality recently opened its doors and 

Run by a Michelin-starred chef, both the food and the interior 
are turning heads. Bishop Design Associates have aimed for 
exactly that.

FROM DUBAI, UAE
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Clé, headed up by Australian-Lebanese Miche-
lin-starred chef and author Greg Malouf, features 
award-winning, contemporary Middle Eastern cui-
sine and is an exciting arts and performance venue 
with luxurious bar and lounge settings. The restau-

-
rience of contemporary Middle Eastern cuisine, as 
well as representing a journey of discovery through 
the space itself, where the mood of approachable 
luxury is tempered by exquisite detailing, while In-

and Tom Dixon 

Aside from the food, Clé Dubai offers a journey of the 
senses through revolving displays of art and sculp-

and intriguing sections that can be shaped to the 
needs of the guests. 

Located in a former commercial building, the space 
has been reinvented to create a restaurant of rare 
style and scale. Clé Dubai features an airy dining 

room with natural light. This exquisite setting is the 

available in a full a la carte menu or as a modern 
banquet-style offering. Private and VIP events have 
their own self-contained spaces with separate, ex-
clusive access.

At either end of the restaurant is a casual lounge 
area and intimate bar. These offer lighter, mez-

award-winning international wines, fresh juices and 

house mixologists. A vast open-air terrace stretches 
the entire length of the building. Fringed with green-
ery, it is the ideal spot for relaxing on day beds with 
mezze and shisha and to enjoy sweeping views of the 
Burj Khalifa.

The combined dining, lounge and bar areas cater to 
over 300 people, seated, or in excess of 1,000 in pure 
standing capacity. The vast al fresco terrace area 
extends this capacity further in the cooler months. 
An exciting, bright, bold and glamorous setting, Clé 
shows us what can be done when great food allies 
with great design.
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Seran Gheorghe is a Senior Global Property Con-
sultant at Gulf Sotheby’s International Realty. He 
possesses 12 years of experience as a leading sales 
consultant in the premier sector of the Dubai real-

Realty. In 2013, Gulf Sotheby’s International Realty 

since then he has maintained a status as one of the 

number of sales, especially for highly value proper-
ties in Dubai. A holder of a Bachelor’s Degree in Law 

-

prior to moving to Dubai to start his real estate ca-
reer. He also holds a degree in Art and Finance from 

-
vides him the edge to connect with his high net worth 
clients, as majority of them are world renowned art 
collectors. Seran’s specialties include consultancy in 
selling and buying high-end properties in Dubai and 
globally, litigation support, real estate investment 
advisory, and commercial properties. He also has 

1 billion dollars over the course of his career. A con-
noisseur of the luxury lifestyle, his simple pleasures 

playing golf at The Address Montgomerie Dubai. Ser-

What did you do before working in Real Estate? 
From 1998 I enrolled in the Police Academy of Roma-

-
eas before moving to Dubai to start my real estate 
company in 2006. I sold it in 2013 in order to start as 

Realty.

What has your previous experience brought to So-
theby’s?

What are your goals at Sotheby’s?  To be the best at 

what I do and set a high standard for the rest of the 

Why do you love real estate?

trained and loves to compete.

What do your clients think of you?  That I’m the 
best. But, my clients have also taught me everything 

What has real estate brought to your private life? 
-

son with each meeting, good or bad. Clients appre-
ciate professional service and advice and others may 
appreciate an improvement in their lifestyle.

What do you like about Dubai?  I appreciate how safe 
Dubai is and the lifestyle you can have here, as well 
as a healty business environment. I’ve been here for 
10 years and I can predict that Dubai will continue to 
be strong and develop a lot with oportunities along 
the way up, down and up again.

How are you living your life, what do you enjoy 
most? -
out being one. I enjoy golf, social events with the VIP 
experience, because business never sleeps and you 
always need to put yourself in favorable situations. 

live in a villa on the Palm or on the Golf Course for 
those relaxed evenings with my family and friends. 

movies.

How would you describe your outlook?  When I do 
good I feel good, when I do bad I feel bad, it’s how 
you learn.

SERAN GHEORGHE
Senior Global Property Consultant at Gulf Sotheby’s International Realty
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GRAND VILLA WITH DUAL LIVING

9 Bed, 10 Bath

-
modate two separate fully functional homes with the option of recombining 
it again into a single family residence. Highlights of the outdoors are the 
expansive landscaped garden, scenic swimming pool with, an entertainment 
area, gym with sauna and steam rooms, a large entertaining terrace, and 

Price: USD 20,419,276 / AED 75,000,000 

RENAISSANCE-STYLE EMIRATES HILLS VILLA 

6 Bed, 8 Bath

an impressive collection of Renaissance-style sculptures and décor. Perfect 
for moonlit dip, the swimming pool is complemented with a lion head wall 

gourmet grilling.

Price: USD 17,696,224 / AED 65,000,000  
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BALQIS RESIDENCE AT THE PALM

5 Bed, 7 Bath

Reminiscent of Arabia’s ancient cities, this brand-new luxury seafront Balqis 
Residence captivates those with deep-seated fondness for sun, sand and so-

to the outdoors and the sea, and a spacious roof terrace with freestanding 

Price upon request

MAJESTIC GOLF COURSE MANSION

5 Bed, 6 Bath

True modern-day noble living experiences come to life as one enters this 
Emirates Hills mansion. This home exhibits the most comprehensive col-

Price upon request
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THE “FENDI” PENTHOUSE 

2 Bed, 4 Bath

Billed as the “Fendi” Penthouse, this ultra-chic penthouse is completely 

suite is intelligently designed with its own private lounge. This luxury home 
is complemented with an automated home system, providing full control over 
lights, shades, climate, and music.

Price upon request

MODERN SEA VIEW LOFT

1 Bed, 2 Bath

perfect home for someone who desires lifestyle and quality. Located on the 

views of the sea and gulf - it offers views that are unrivaled in Dubai.

Price: USD 1,579,091 / AED 5,800,000
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SEA VIEW FAIRMONT PALM RESIDENCE 

3 Bed, 4 Bath

This spacious, upgraded apartment features a sophisticated collection of 
furniture and décors, and a massive terrace with stunning panoramic views 

spectacular views, glorious sunshine, an array of marine life and an exclu-
sive lifestyle yet away from the hustle and bustle of the mainland city center.

Price: USD 2,994,746 / AED 11,000,000

FAIRMONT HOTEL & RESORT PENTHOUSE 

3 Bed, 4 Bath

This fully furnished, luxury penthouse boasts an 8,000 Sq. Ft. of palatial 
living and outdoor spaces. Reaching this luxury apartment is achieved 
through its designated elevator. A separate service elevator is also assigned 
to the residents. The pièce de résistance is a spacious split-level terrace with 
swimming pool and spanning 360° view of the Persian Gulf.

Price: USD 10,291,315 / AED 37,800,000
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GOLF LIVING AT LIME TREE VALLEY 

6 Bed, 8 Bath

This property at Lime Tree Valley East deserves the title “trophy plot” as it is 
-

of a cul-de-sac, this abode offers ultimate privacy and serenity.

Price: USD 5,309,301 / AED 19,500,000

MEDITERRANEAN-INSPIRED LIVING

5 Bed, 6 Bath

Bringing into existence a feeling of life in a tropical paradise, this home 
features façades in Mediterranean architecture, living spaces with generous 
dimensions, and an upgraded wooden French doors that open to the land-
scaped outdoors with huge Cape Reed gazebo, built-in barbecue area, and a 
private, temperature-controlled swimming pool.

Price: USD 4,220,000 / AED 15,500,000
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AL MUNEERA DUPLEX BEACHFRONT VILLA
Al Raha Beach, Abu Dhabi, UAE
5 Bed, 8 Bath

This villa comes with a private swimming pool and gardens and features 

equipped with a large oven, range hood, two separate stoves (one gas and 
one electric), integrated dishwasher, warming drawer, 420-liter fridge/freez-

Price: USD 5,853,288/ AED 21,500,000  

HACIENDA-STYLE BEACHFRONT VILLA 
Jumeirah 3, Dubai, UAE 
4 Bed, 5 Bath

This home presents exceptional craftsmanship and distinctive elegance 

-

Price: USD 4,070,076 / AED 14,950,000
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DUBAI SKYLINE PALM JUMEIRAH VILLA
Palm Jumeirah, Dubai, UAE 
6 Bed, 7 Bath

Price: USD 12,251,565 / AED 45,000,000

PALM JUMEIRAH VILLA WITH A PRIVATE BEACH 
Palm Jumeirah, Dubai, UAE
6 Bed, 7 Bath

-

a provision for extended interiors should residents aspire to add bedrooms 

Price: USD 12,251,565 / AED 45,000,000
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Connecting extraordinary properties with 
extraordinary lifestyles across the world.
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BOUTIQUE APARTMENT
Dubai Marina, Dubai, UAE
4 Bed, 5 Bath

décors, living and dining areas with generous dimensions, and massive glass 

Price: USD 3,403,250 / AED 12,500,000

GOLF COURSE VILLA

5 Bed, 6 Bath

features living spaces with generous dimensions, bespoke furnishing and 

enhancements include the en-suite master bedroom – redesigned to admit 
more light into the space, and the master bath – with his-and-hers marble 

Price: USD 2,014,730 / AED 7,400,000

 






